As electronic, optical, and mechanical devices continue to shrink in size, existing fabrication techniques are reaching their limits. For example, the fabrication of a microprocessor currently involves multiples cycles of deposition, lithographic pattern transfer, and etching. Although lithographic techniques are attractive because many devices can be created in parallel, the ultimate device size is limited by the wavelength of the light used. Current lithographic masks are now utilizing vacuum UV light, which will allow the patterning of lines just below 50 nm, and the future generation of devices, which will be on the order of nanometers, would require xrays. The interest in miniaturization is not unique to the semiconductor industry. There are existing applications where smaller is better, for example, in recording media. A nanoscale memory array could improve existing memory densities by more than an order of magnitude. Clearly , there is an impetus for finding alternative, highthroughput methods for creating nanoscale structures
nanoscale structures, especially metals [2] . While the basic physics underlying these interactions is complex, resonant phenomena at these length scales have already given rise to a number of useful technologies, from new waveguides, filters, and light sources to new spectroscopic and microscopic imaging devices [3, 4] . Noble metal nanoparticles have absorption resonances in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum related to collective electron excitations known as surface plasmons, and the heat transfer of the nanoparticles themselves are also predicted to be greatly reduced when the particle size approaches the phonon mean free path of the substrate material. Using these effects, it should be possible to heat nanometer sized structures, nanostructures, such as spheres, lines, and rods to temperatures suitable for CVD with the appropriate wavelength and power of incident light. If placed in a CVD environment, deposition could occur selectively on the nanostructures.
Here, we demonstrate a new technology for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) which has the potential to change the way in which some microstructured materials are created. More precisely, we show that one can selectively deposit material selectively onto a template consisting of a substrate on which a pattern of metallic lines and/or dots has already been created. The deposition process is driven by a low power laser at a frequency near the plasmon resonant frequency of the metal , and we refer to the approach as plasmon-assisted chemical vapor deposition (PACVD).
We have demonstrated this method using semiregular arrays of 25 nm Au nanoparticles. The arrays were prepared by block copolymer lithography (BCPL) on SiO 2 and placed in small, low pressure CVD environment. A diode laser, with a frequency close to the measured plasmon resonance of the arrays, and commercially available metalorganic Pb and Ti precursors were used to deposit discrete, micron-sized, patches of PbO nanowires and nano-and micron -sized dots of TiO 2 , respectively. We describe the protocol and discuss the opportunities and challenges posed by the technology.
